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Abstract

This document is an annex to the journal article “Tactics-Based Behavioral Planning for Goal-Driven
Rigid Body Control”. In this annex, we present the internal algorithms of a few selected Skills from
the experimental domains presented in the main paper. These details have been omitted from the main
paper’s body due to space-constraints and because the main paper sufficiently defines the concept of
non-deterministic Skills and Tactics. However, the particular example instanciations of Skills shown in
this annex might be considered useful in order to get a better idea of what typical “Skill-Code” looks
like internally and therefore help reproducibility of this work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Computer Graphics [I.3.7]: Animation—
Artificial Intelligence [I.2.8]: Plan execution, formation, and generation—Computer Graphics [I.3.5]:
Physically based modeling—

1. Annex

In this annex, we present the internal algorithms of a
few selected Skills from the experimental domains pre-
sented in the main paper.

1.1. Sampling-Based Wait Skill

The “Sampling-Based Wait Skill” (see Algorithm 1) is
used in the minigolf domain where the controlled body
is required to wait for a sampling-based amount of time
before starting to move. This Skill is relatively simple:
during its first call, it samples a waiting period from
some predefined sampling range and stores the time
when it should stop waiting texit to V . On each call it
then returns busy = true as long as texit has not been
reached yet in the world state’s time x.t. Remember,
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that setting busy = true will prevent any outgoing state-
transition from occuring in its parent Tactic. Once texit
has been reached, it will return busy = false, thus al-
lowing a state-transition to another Skill to occur.

Sampling Distributions D:
• Range of wait time (min_wait, max_wait)

Function f (a,x,V) :
if t

exit

/2 V then

V.t
exit

 x.t + SampleFromRange
(min_wait, max_wait);

if x.t � V.t
exit

then

busy false;
else

busy true;
return ha,busy,Vi;

Algorithm 1: “Wait Sampled Time”-Skill
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1.2. Sampling-Based Kick Skill

The “Sampling-Based Kick Skill” is used throughout
the Soccer domain. Its purpose is to sample a kick-
target and a kick-strength from predefined distribu-
tions, and produce a control action that performs such
a kick. Algorithm 2 shows how these actions are com-
puted. Essentially, the algorithm drives the controlled
body towards the ball, keeping it ball_dist away from it
(in our case, ball_dist is the sum of the robot’s radius
and the ball’s radius). The Skill marks itself as busy
until the ball has actually been kicked.

Constants C :
• Index of controlled rigid-body: i
• Index of ball rigid-body: j
• Distance of player to ball for kicking: ball_dist
Sampling Distributions D:
• Kick force range: min_kickforce, max_kickforce
• Bounding box of kick target: goal_bbox

Function f (a,x,V) :
if kickforce,kicktarget /2 V then

V.kickforce SampleFromRange
(min_kickforce, max_kickforce);
V.kicktarget SampleFromBBox
(goal_bbox);

aim_heading V.kicktarget - x.r
j

.a;
aim_heading aim_heading

kaim_headingk ;
aim_location x.r

j

.a
�(ball_dist aim_heading);

/* Trapezoidal motion control
functions [BV06] compute
the necessary forces/torques
to turn/drive towards the
aim heading/location: */

a.a
ri

.torque TurnToHeading (r
i

,
aim_heading);
a.a

ri

.force DriveToLoc (r
i

, aim_location);
if CollisionOccuring(r

i

, r
j

) &
ReachedHeading(r

i

, aim_heading) &
ReachedLocation(r

i

, aim_location) then

/* Apply kick to ball: */
a.a

rj

.force V.kickforce aim_heading;
busy false;

else

busy true;
return ha,busy,Vi;

Algorithm 2: “Sampled Kick”-Skill

1.3. Biased Fall Down Skill

The “Biased Fall Down Skill” is used in the Many-Dice
domain. Its purpose is to bias the motion of a freely
falling body towards a particular predefined target loca-
tion. Algorithm 3 shows how the Skill achieves this. On
first execution, it samples the strength of bias toward its
target location. It then generates the appropriate forces
to be applied to the body. The Skill marks itself as busy
until a collision with another rigid body occurs.

Constants C :
• Index of controlled rigid-body: i
• Target location: target
Sampling Distributions D:
• Acceleration bias range: min_bias, max_bias

Function f (a,x,V) :
if bias /2 V then

V.bias RndValFromRange
(min_bias, max_bias);

/* The following assumes that
the y-axis is the axis of
gravity. Furthermore,
gravity is implicitly added
by the physics-engine after
all Skills have returned
their actions. */

Dtarget target � x.r
i

.a;
a.a

ri

.force mass
ri

V.bias [Dtarget.x, 0,
Dtarget.z];
a.a

ri

.torque [0,0,0];
if CollisionOccuring(ri) then

busy false;
else

busy true;
return ha,busy,Vi;

Algorithm 3: “Biased Fall Down”-Skill
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